
Level Eligibility: Primary 3
Total Duration: 6 Hours

Dates:
12 Jun & 13 Jun 2023 (Mon & Tues)

Time:
9.30am to 12.30pm

A maximum cap of 12 students per class to ensure 
an effective teacher to student ratio. 

Unlimited Revision, Review & Recap as All Sessions will be 
Cloud Recorded & Uploaded on the AGrader Online Platform.

Note: This is a physical lesson, thus audio and visual quality 
might be compromised as the teacher is walking around 
the class at times.

Specially conducted by AGrader’s in-house 
curriculum team. (The very same experts behind all 
the weekly worksheets!)

Fees

1 Subject

AGrader Student

Non-AGrader Student

$205

$235

Primary 3

AGrader Hougang
P3 to P5 Bootcamp 2023

Enquire Now

https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=6588944408


AGrader Sembawang
P3 to P5 Bootcamp 2023

Meet the Teachers

Primary 3

AGrader Hougang
P3 to P5 Bootcamp 2023

Enquire Now

Ms Nicia Leong
"Education is the most powerful 
weapon which you can use to 

change the world."

Experience: 6 years

I am committed to the success of 
all my students. Creating a warm 

and caring classroom environment 
where every child feels valued, 
supported and motivated is my 

goal. As each student is different, I 
work hard to provide a variety of 

learning opportunities that cater to 
their different interests and abilities.

https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=6588944408


A maximum cap of 12 students per class to ensure 
an effective teacher to student ratio. 

Unlimited Revision, Review & Recap as All Sessions will be 
Cloud Recorded & Uploaded on the AGrader Online Platform.

Note: This is a physical lesson, thus audio and visual quality 
might be compromised as the teacher is walking around 
the class at times.

Specially conducted by AGrader’s in-house 
curriculum team. (The very same experts behind all 
the weekly worksheets!)

Fees

1 Subject 2 Subjects 3 Subjects

AGrader Student

Non-AGrader Student

$205

$235

$390

$445

$550

$635

Level Eligibility: Primary 4
Total Duration: 6 Hours

Dates:
5 Jun & 6 Jun 2023 (Mon & Tues)

Time:
9.30am to 12.30pm

Level Eligibility: Primary 4
Total Duration: 6 Hours

Dates:
7 Jun & 8 Jun 2023 (Wed & Thurs)

Time:
9.30am to 12.30pm

Level Eligibility: Primary 4
Total Duration: 6 Hours

Dates:
12 Jun & 13 Jun 2023 (Mon & Tues)

Time:
9.30am to 12.30pm

Primary 4

AGrader Hougang
P3 to P5 Bootcamp 2023

Enquire Now

https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=6588944408


Meet the Teachers

Primary 4

AGrader Hougang
P3 to P5 Bootcamp 2023

Ms Devi GMs Devi K

Enquire Now

Ms Nicia Leong
"Education is the most powerful 
weapon which you can use to 

change the world."

Experience: 6 years

I am committed to the success of 
all my students. Creating a warm 

and caring classroom environment 
where every child feels valued, 
supported and motivated is my 

goal. As each student is different, I 
work hard to provide a variety of 

learning opportunities that cater to 
their different interests and abilities.

“Strive for progress, not perfection.”

Experience: 17 years

I believe in engaging my students 
through effective rapport building, 
using interesting anecdotes, and 

helping students see the relevance 
of lessons to the real world. Only by 
fully engaging my students, can I 

help them to reach their full 
potential.  

“Every child is gifted. They just 
unwrap their packages at different 

times.”

Experience: 7 years

I enjoy talking to my students 
about science concepts in our 

daily lives. To adapt to their varied 
needs, I give them ample time & a 
positive classroom environment to 
allow them to think critically about 
the problems they are presented 
with. This gets them interested in 

what they are learning!

https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=6588944408


Level Eligibility: Primary 5
Total Duration: 7 Hours

Dates:
29 May & 30 May 2023 (Mon & Tue)

Time:
9.30am to 1.00pm

Level Eligibility: Primary 5
Total Duration: 7 Hours

Dates:
31 May & 1 Jun 2023 (Wed & Thurs)

Time:
9.30am to 1.00pm

Level Eligibility: Primary 5
Total Duration: 7 Hours

Dates:
5 Jun & 6 Jun 2023 (Mon & Tue)

Time:
9.30am to 1.00pm

Fees

1 Subject 2 Subjects 3 Subjects

AGrader Student

Non-AGrader Student

$240

$275

$455

$525

$650

$745

A maximum cap of 12 students per class to ensure 
an effective teacher to student ratio. 

Unlimited Revision, Review & Recap as All Sessions will be 
Cloud Recorded & Uploaded on the AGrader Online Platform.

Note: This is a physical lesson, thus audio and visual quality 
might be compromised as the teacher is walking around 
the class at times.

Specially conducted by AGrader’s in-house 
curriculum team. (The very same experts behind all 
the weekly worksheets!)

Primary 5

AGrader Hougang
P3 to P5 Bootcamp 2023

Enquire Now

https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=6588944408


Meet the Teachers

Primary 5

AGrader Hougang
P3 to P5 Bootcamp 2023

Ms Devi K
“Strive for progress, not perfection.”

Experience: 17 years

I believe in engaging my students 
through effective rapport building, 
using interesting anecdotes, and 

helping students see the relevance 
of lessons to the real world. Only by 
fully engaging my students, can I 

help them to reach their full 
potential.  

Enquire Now

Ms Nicia Leong
"Education is the most powerful 
weapon which you can use to 

change the world."

Experience: 6 years

I am committed to the success of 
all my students. Creating a warm 

and caring classroom environment 
where every child feels valued, 
supported and motivated is my 

goal. As each student is different, I 
work hard to provide a variety of 

learning opportunities that cater to 
their different interests and abilities.

Ms Nicia Leong
"Education is the most powerful 
weapon which you can use to 

change the world."

Experience: 6 years

I am committed to the success of 
all my students. Creating a warm 

and caring classroom environment 
where every child feels valued, 
supported and motivated is my 

goal. As each student is different, I 
work hard to provide a variety of 

learning opportunities that cater to 
their different interests and abilities.

https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=6588944408
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